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Low lying electronic states of rare gas–oxide anions: Photoelectron
spectroscopy of complexes of O À with Ar, Kr, Xe, and N 2

Helen L. de Clercq,a) Jay H. Hendricks,b) and Kit H. Bowenc)

Department of Chemistry, The Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland 21218

~Received 26 November 2001; accepted 15 May 2002!

The negative ion photoelectron spectra of the oxide anion complexes O2Rg, Rg5Ar, Kr, and Xe,
and O2N2 have been recorded. In each spectrum, two partially resolved peaks were observed, their
relative intensities varying with source conditions. These peaks were assigned to photodetachment
transitions from the2S ground state and unresolved2P3/2,1/2 low-lying excited states of the anion.
From our data we find dissociation energies and bond lengths for the2S and 2P anion states.
Periodic trends in the bond length and dissociation energy are examined and compared to those in
the isoelectronic neutral halogen rare gas systems and the effect of anisotropy in the interatomic
potential and relative interaction strength is examined. From our data we find that the dissociation
energies in the anion system are much larger but that the2S-2P splitting is significantly lower. In
addition to the diatomic clusters, we report the photoelectron spectra of the O2Krn52 – 5 and
O2Xen52 – 3 clusters and tabulate the vertical detachment energies and peak widths. From a
comparison of the energetics and peak broadening we are able to make a determination of the
general structure of then52 andn53 clusters. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The weak interaction between closed shell neutral s
cies has been investigated extensively over the past dec
These efforts have produced a large body of experime
and theoretical literature extending from the relatively sim
interatomic to atom–molecule, intermolecular, and mu
body systems. The nature of the weak interaction betw
open and closed shell species lies between that of a nonb
ing closed shell interaction and the covalent bonding of o
shell atoms or radicals. Compared to the current high leve
understanding for closed shell systems, investigations
open shell complexes are still in an early stage of deve
ment. This is partly due to the experimental difficulties
generating stable molecular beams of atomic and molec
radicals in sufficient intensity as well as the theoretical co
plexities involved. Nonetheless, significant strides have b
made in a number of areas, in particular metal atom,1 halo-
gen atom, and small molecular radical2 rare gas complexes
An additional example of a weak interaction that is stron
than van der Waals is that between ions and neutrals.
photodetachment of halogen anion rare gas complexes
dertaken by Neumark and co-workers neatly encompa
both of these systems. In a series of zero electron kin
energy~ZEKE! spectroscopy studies these investigators h
found spectroscopic constants for the closed shell anion
the corresponding open shell neutral states for rare gas
atomic complexes of Cl2, Br2, and I2.3–6 Larger argon
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clusters of Br2 and I2, and xenon clusters of I2, have also
been examined by ZEKE and partially discriminated thre
old photodetachment experiments.7,8 The ion-induced dipole
interaction in closed shell ion-neutral complexes is stron
than van der Waals but, like the van der Waals interaction
nonbonding. Here we present the 488 nm negative ion p
toelectron spectra of dimers of the type O2Rg, where Rg is
a 1S0 rare gas atom or nonreactive1S0 molecule. The inter-
action in this case is between an open shell anion an
closed shell neutral and represents a further step in inte
tion strength for weakly bound systems. The most appa
difference between open and closed shell systems~whether
ion or neutral! is that open shell systems have spin and
many cases orbital angular momentum. The implications
anion complexes are unique in that while closed shell ani
do not generally support stable excited electronic states, o
shell anions may have spin orbit states that lie below
ground state neutral potential. For example, the electron
finity ~EA! of the oxygen atom is 1.461 eV and the spin-or
splitting between the O2 2P3/2,1/2 states is only 21.961
meV.9–11 In addition to spin orbit splitting, the spatial dege
eracy ofml levels in the open shell species is removed up
interaction with the closed shell partner. Hence, additio
low-lying states are produced due to the anisotropy of
interaction. Relative peak intensities in the photodetachm
of open shell anions will therefore depend upon the therm
population of low-lying excited anion states as well as t
branching ratios for the respective anion→neutral photode-
tachment transitions. In the case of the atomic oxygen an
photodetachment of 2p valence electrons results in si
closely spaced transitions between the O2(2P3/2,1/2) anion,
and the O(3P2,1,0) neutral states. The branching ratios f
these six transitions at 488.0 and 514.5 nm, as well as the2
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spin orbit splitting, have been well characterized by Hot
and co-workers.9 Subsequent threshold detachment
Lineberger and co-workers determined the O2 spin orbit
splitting to greater precision, and is currently the most ac
rate value for this quantity.10 In O2Rg complexes, collinea
and perpendicular orientations of the singly occupied oxy
anion 2p orbital produce two electronic states,S and P in
Hund’s casea representation. This representation is justifi
in the oxygen anion complexes by the small O2 spin orbit
splitting relative to the ion-induced dipole electrostatic int
action and is discussed in the interpretation section. ThS
state minimizes electron–electron repulsion and is
ground state of O2Rg. With both orientation and spin orb
effects taken into account, the interaction of the O2(2P3/2,1/2)
atomic anion with a rare gas atom results in three electro
states, the2S1/2 ground state and low-lying2P3/2,1/2 excited
states. The 2S1/2 and 2P3/2 state dissociate to th
O2(2P3/2)1Rg asymptote. The2P1/2 state dissociates to th
O2(2P3/2)1Rg asymptote. In a like manner, the three sp
orbit states of the O(3P2,1,0) atom lead to six states in th
neutral oxygen rare gas complex. Hence, 488 nm photo
tachment of O2Rg accesses 18 photodetachment transiti
between states associated with the O2(2P3/2,1/2)1Rg and
O(3P2,1,0)1Rg asymptotes.~Detachment to neutral oxyge
1S and1D states is well outside of the 488 nm photon rang!

First observed in 1946, the characteristic green emiss
in discharges in mixtures of O2 and xenon12 was determined
to be oxygen1S→1D emission perturbed by association wi
rare gas.13 Subsequent interest in excimer lasing in the 197
motivated many of the experimental studies of the neu
oxygen–rare gas systems,14–18 and since that time, the po
tential curves of the neutral oxygen–rare gas complexes h
been studied theoretically by a number of investigators.19–21

Examination of the ground state O(3P)1Rg(1S) potential
curves was important to this effort because quenching
O(1D) to the O(3P) ground state by collision with rare ga
depletes the lower laser level.22 As a consequence, these i
vestigators were most interested in the short-range repu
part of the O(3P)1Rg(1S) potential, where curve crossin
with the O(1D)1Rg(1S) potential occurs, and neglected
treated lightly the van der Waals interaction.

More recently the O(3P)1Rg(1S) potential has been
explored in detail by Aquilanti and co-workers23 as part of
their efforts in examining the anisotropy of the interacti
between open shell atoms and rare gas atoms and non
tive molecules.24–29 In these experiments, absolute integ
cross sections were measured as a function of beam vel
for the scattering of open shell atoms with rare gases
nonreactive closed shell molecules. These results were
lyzed to express the electrostatic interaction as a spher
V0 , and anisotropic,V2 , component. These are related to t
S and P potentials by simple linear combinationsV0

51/3(VS12VP) andV255/3(VS2VP). Morse parameters
for the spherical part of the interaction were determined fr
the glory pattern. Parameters for the anisotropic interac
were found from the overall behavior of the cross sections
well as dampening of the glory amplitudes. This method
scribes most accurately the van der Waals portion of
potential, finding well shape, depth, and equilibrium radi
p
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In this manner the six lowest states of the rare gas oxi
associated with the O(3P2,1,0)1Rg(1S0) asymptotes for Rg
5He, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe23 were characterized. A subseque
study found this information for the oxide complexes of H2

and CH4.25 With the neutral states well characterized, neg
tive ion photoelectron spectroscopy is able to provide inf
mation on the energetics of the anion complex.

The only prior experimental information for oxide anio
rare gas complexes is from ion mobility studies of O2He30,31

and a photoelectron study of O2Arn51-26,34 performed by
our group.32 In addition to fits of the O2He ion mobility
data,33,34 an ab initio calculation of the O2Ar potential has
been carried out by Sheehy.35 These unpublished results pro
vided welcomed theoretical guidance during the analysis
the experimental data reported here. Since then, an additi
theoretical study of O2Ar has been performed by Chalasin´-
ski and co-workers, who successfully modeled the O2Ar
photoelectron spectrum reported here using a combinedab
initio atoms-in-molecule approach.36 That work is summa-
rized in their recent review.37 These investigators shared wit
us their recent results for O2Kr, which are discussed in thei
accompanying paper.38

In our experiment the oxide anion complexes, O2Rg
~Rg5Ar, Kr, Xe, and N2! were produced and photodetache
Their negative ion photoelectron spectra were recorded
der varying source conditions and are shown in the res
section. Each of the photoelectron spectra contain two
tachment features whose relative intensity varied with sou
conditions. This indicates that the transitions are depend
upon the thermal population of excited states of the an
and the two peaks have been assigned to photodetach
from a2S1/2 anion ground state and unresolved2P3/2,1/2spin
orbit excited states of the anion. The vertical detachm
energies~VDEs! of the spectral features have been measu
and the transitions involved are discussed in detail in
interpretation section. Using these data with the informat
on the corresponding neutral potentials of Aquilanti a
co-workers,23 dissociation energies of the anion complex
are calculated and compared to theory. With assistance f
theoretical calculations of the O2Ar potential,35 the bond
lengths of the O2Kr and O2Xe complexes are estimated. I
addition to the periodic trends that form the bulk of th
examination, the photoelectron spectra of the cluster se
O2Krn52 – 5 and O2Xen52 – 3 were also recorded. A consis
tent trend in peak broadening is observed over the Kr,
and, the previously published, Ar clusters. The broaden
trend will be discussed in light of the solvation energies m
sured with consideration of the possible packing structu
for the additional rare gas solvent.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Negative ion photoelectron spectroscopy is conducted
crossing a fixed frequency laser with a mass selected bea
negative ions under field-free and collision-free conditio
The energy required to photodetach an electron is equa
the difference between the photon energy and the kin
energy carried away by the departing electron. The beam
and photoelectron spectrometer used in this experiment h
been described in detail previously.39,40 Briefly, anions are
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FIG. 1. Photoelectron spectra o
O2Rg, Rg5Ar, Kr, Xe, and O2N2

produced under expansion sourc
conditions characterized generally a
‘‘hot, warm, and cold.’’
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extracted from the ionized expansion of a supersonic sou
accelerated to 500 eV, and mass selected by a Wien fi
The beam of mass selected negative ions is crossed with
488 nm output of an intracavity argon ion laser. A small so
angle of detached electrons is collected into a hemisphe
electron energy analyzer run at a constant 5 eV pass en
The electron energy resolution of this spectrometer is
meV and was calibrated to the known EA of O.10,11

For these experiments the expansion source was run
a 12–17mm diameter nozzle typically backed with 2–7 at
of argon ~either seeded with 5%–10% Kr, Xe, N2 or just
neat!. The stagnation chamber of the source was cooled
;270 °C by recirculating methanol through a cooling ba
~usually dry ice and acetone! and then through the coolin
jacket of the source. The background pressure ranged f
831025 to 131024 Torr in the source chamber. N2O was
introduced near the expansion region through a small di
eter copper ‘‘pick-up’’ line located 1–3 mm above the nozz
and 2 mm downstream. Some portion of N2O ionized in the
plasma forming O2 and NO2 which clustered with the ex
pansion gas.~Little clustering of N2O onto these sub-ion
was observed even though N2O interacts more strongly with
ions than any of the rare gases examined.41! We have found
modest self-clustering of the pick-up gas to be character
e,
r.
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of our pick-up source. This indicates that the pick-up gas
entrained in the expansion beyond the clustering region
front of the nozzle. The advantage of using the pick-up l
in lieu of a seeded gas expansion is that one can pre
species in the jet that you could not otherwise make, eit
because the two gaseous feedstocks are reactive, bec
they would form competing cluster series, or because t
would increase the beam and/or plasma electron tempera

III. RESULTS

The negative ion photoelectron spectra of O2Rg (Rg
5Ar,Kr,Xe) and O2N2 were taken with source condition
characterized rather generally as hot, warm, and cold, and
presented in Fig. 1. The most noticeable feature about th
spectra is the presence of two photodetachment pe
Barely resolved in O2Ar, the spacing between the peak
increases with the periodicity of the rare gas until they
quite distinct in O2Xe. By varying source conditions, stag
nation chamber temperature, backing pressure, and filam
emission current and bias, we were able to alter the rela
intensities of the peaks, indicating that they result from d
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tachment from different anion states. These peaks have
labeledX andA, denoting the ground and excited anion sta
respectively.

Photodetachment is a vertical process that accesse
neutral potentialVN•Rg(R) at the geometry of the anio
VN•Rg(R5Re,A•Rg). Peaks in the photoelectron spectra
weakly bound complexes~which have low-energy vibra
tional modes! may be broadened by unresolved Franc
Condon vibrational progressions in the neutral as well
transitions from populated anion vibrational levels. In ad
tion, broadening may occur due to bound-free transitions
the continuum region of the neutral. The electron bind
energy at peak maximum is defined as the anion vert
detachment energy~VDE! for that feature. These are re
ported in Table I along with the solvation energy~SE!, the
peak shift from the detachment energy of free O2 ~the
atomic oxygen electron affinity!, and the peak spacing be
tween theX andA features. A schematic of the photodetac
ment relationships is shown in Fig. 2. With the zero of t
potential energy placed at the ground state neutral sepa
atom limit, VN•Rg(R5Re,A•Rg) is positive or negative de
pending on whether detachment of the anion accesses
continuum or the bound portion of the neutral curve. In t
way the VDE may be related to the dissociation energy of
anion complex and the electron affinity of the oxygen at

FIG. 2. Photodetachment relationships for transitions from a weakly bo
anion rare gas complex to the corresponding neutral, ARg→NRg.
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or to the dissociation energy of the neutral complex, and
adiabatic electron affinity~AEA! of the oxygen rare gas
complex as follows:

VDE5D0,A•Rg1EAN1VN•Rg~R5Re,A•Rg!, ~1!

VDE5D0,N•Rg1AEAN•Rg1VN•Rg~R5Re,A•Rg!. ~2!

Neutral complexes have broad wells with depths an
der of magnitude smaller than their respective anion co
plexes. Under these conditions, withD0,N•Rg and VN•Rg(R
5Re,A•Rg) neglected in the above equations, the measu
VDE is a good approximation to the adiabatic electron affi
ity of the neutral complex, Eq.~2!, and the solvation energy
SE5VDE2EAN , is a reasonable approximation to the ani
well depth, Eq.~1!.

Examination of the spectra in Fig. 1 and the VDEs
Table I reveal that while theX andA features both move to
progressively tighter electron binding energy with period
ity, the X feature does so at a greater rate~the VDEs of theX
and A peaks shift by 0.206 and 0.128 eV, respectively,
Rg5Ar– Xe!. In Fig. 3 a plot of VDE versus solvent polar
izability demonstrates that this interaction is roughly line
for both features.

The different amount of broadening for these two fe
tures with periodicity is also readily apparent. Broadening
theA feature remains essentially constant for Ar, Kr, and

d

FIG. 3. Solvation energy of O2Rg complexes, Rg5Ar, Kr, and Xe, vs rare
gas polarizability.
e
TABLE I. VDEs of the X and A peaks in the photoelectron spectra of O2Rg. The solvation energies wer
determined from the spectral shift the detachment energy of O2, S.E.5VDE(O2Rg)2EA(O2). Peak widths
were determined by fitting to Gaussians. VDE error bars are65 meV.

VDE
~eV!

S.E.
~eV!

DVDE(X2A)
~eV!

FWHM
~eV!

O2Ar X 1.562 0.097 0.038 0.068
A 1.524 0.059 0.086

O2Kr X 1.625 0.160 0.060 0.089
A 1.565 0.100 0.087

O2Xe X 1.768 0.303 0.116 0.114
A 1.652 0.187 0.086

O2N2 X 1.666 0.201 0.097 0.099
A 1.569 0.104 0.072
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rare gas solvent, at 0.086, 0.087, and 0.086 eV FWHM,
spectively, while broadening in theX feature increases mod
erately between Ar and Kr, from 0.068 to 0.089 eV FWHM
and has a large increase to 0.114 eV FWHM for the xen
complex. In Fig. 4 the spectra have been shifted and over
for both theX andA feature so that the broadening may
easily compared.

In addition to the diatomic anions, the larger cluste
O2Xen52 – 3 and O2Krn52 – 5, were also produced and pho
todetached. Their spectra are shown in Fig. 5 along with
previously published O2Arn51 – 5 spectra for comparison. A
expected, the VDEs increase with increasing solvation
rare gas, but in successively smaller increments. The VD
and FWHM are reported in Table II. It is interesting that t
spectral width significantly decreases aftern52 for all three
series. Aftern52 the peaks undergo a moderate decreas
width with increased cluster size.

In synopsis, the trends to be noticed from the data
that the strength of the interaction~the splitting between the
X and theA feature! and the broadening of theX peak both
dramatically increase with the periodicity, and hence the
larizability, of the solvent atom.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

Both dispersion and ion-induced dipole forces depe
upon the polarizability of the rare gas partner, hence w
depths are greatest for the xenon and shallowest for the a
complexes. For open shell species the anisotropy in the
tential also increases with the interaction strength. As no
earlier, the spatial degeneracy of the atomicP states is re-
moved upon interaction with the rare gas. As the interact
strength increases the perturbation of the atomic structu

FIG. 4. The O2Rg, Rg5Ar, Kr, and Xe, photoelectron spectra shifted
overlay theX andA photodetachment transitions.
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magnified. In neutral oxygen rare gas complexes the dis
sion interaction is weak enough that the six states associ
with the O(3P2,1,0)1Rg(1S0) asymptotes span approx
mately the same energy difference as the three atomic o
gen spin orbit states. For example, in XeO the difference
well depths for the3P2 ground state and the uppermost3S
state is only 6.5 meV. In ArO this difference is only 2.9 me
Consequently, the splitting between the ground and up
most state in the neutral complexes are only 2.9–6.5 m
greater than the atomic oxygen3P323P0 difference of 28.1
meV, while the number of energy levels within this range h
increased from three to six. At the 25 meV resolution e
ployed here, these states would not be resolved. If the in
action strength remains relatively weak in the anion co
plexes, the anion state splitting should also be small. In
case, the most noticeable difference between the photoe
tron spectra of the oxide anion complexes and free oxy
anion would be an overall shift to higher electron bindi
energy proportional to the rare gas polarizability, with som
small peak broadening due to the few meV increase in le
spacing in both the anion and neutral states. This is es
tially the ‘‘chromophore’’ argument used with success in
great number of ion solvation studies, including the pho
electron study of O2Arn51 – 26,34performed by this group.32

However, unlike the single 37 meV FWHM peak observed

FIG. 5. Photoelectron spectra of the O2Rgn51 – 5 cluster series, Rg5Ar, Kr,
Xe.
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TABLE II. Vertical detachment energies and peak widths for the cluster anion series, O2Arn51 – 5, O2Krn51 – 5,
and O2Xen51 – 3, under cold source conditions. VDE error bars are65 meV.

O2Arn O2Krn O2Xen

n
VDE
~eV!

FWHM
~eV!

VDE
~eV!

FWHM
~eV!

VDE
~eV!

FWHM
~eV!

1 1.562 0.069 ~1.609!a ~0.110!a ~1.752!a ~0.171!a

2 1.648 0.072 1.753 0.108 1.985 0.178
3 1.717 0.061 1.858 0.087 2.019 0.138
4 1.778 0.059 1.945 0.084
5 1.828 0.058 2.019 0.073

aThe ‘‘cold’’ spectra of then51 clusters of O2Kr and O2Xe were fit to a single asymmetric Gaussian
produce an average VDE and FWHM to facilitate comparison to the unresolvedn.2 spectra.
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the photoelectron spectrum of free O2 at 25 meV resolution,
the O2Kr and O2Xe spectra contain two partially resolve
peaks separated by 60 and 116 meV, respectively. Since
neutral states are more closely spaced than our instrum
resolution, these peaks correspond to detachment f
ground and excited states of the anion, a conclusion c
firmed by the source-dependent nature of their relative in
sities. TheX andA peaks have been assigned to photodeta
ment transitions from the2S ground state and unresolve
2P3/2,1/2excited states, respectively. Increasing the electro
temperature of the anion complexes by varying source c
ditions also allowed us to discern the spacing between
O2Ar states. The O2Ar S andP states are separated by 3
meV, a spacing only slightly larger than our FWHM for ph
todetachment of free O2. Thus, the two peaks were not a
parent in the O2Ar spectra until theP state became signifi
cantly populated. While broadening of the chromophore p
had been noted in the previous O2Arn51 – 26,34 study, these
spectra were acquired at the coldest possible source co
tions to maximize production of argon clustering and hen
transitions from the2P state remained unresolved.

A. OÀAr

Examination of Fig. 4 shows only small peak broaden
in theX andA peak in O2Ar relative to that of free O2. This
indicates that photodetachment from both the2S and the2P
anion states accesses the relatively flat well region of
neutral. Note, however, that neutral complexes have sha
broad potentials in the region of their wells, and the tw
anion states could have significantly different bond leng
and both access the neutral where the slope of the potent
small. Using Eq.~1! to take the difference in VDE betwee
the two anion states and noting that the difference betw
the well depths is equal to the2S –2P anion state splitting,
the peak spacing we measure is a sum of the anion2S –2P
state splitting and the difference in the neutral potential
ergy at the two anion bond lengths,

DVDEO2Rg~2S!-O2Rg~2P!5
2S22P1VORg~Re,O2Rg~2S!!

2VORg~Re,O2Rg~2P!!. ~3!

The narrowness of theX and A features in O2Ar indicates
thatVORg(Re,O2Rg) is small for detachment from both the2S
and the2P anion states. The difference between them
smaller still. This allows us to assign most of the peak sp
he
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ing reported in Table I,DVDE50.038 eV, to the anion
2S –2P state splitting. Sheehy’s calculation of the O2Ar po-
tential curves finds a2S –2P splitting of 0.033 eV, consisten
with the photoelectron spectrum, and bond lengths,Re(

2S)
53.0 Å and Re(

2P)53.4 Å.35 The recent calculations o
the O2Ar potential by Chalasinski and co-workers36 are con-
sistent with these unpublished calculations and both set
values are included in Table III for comparison. Aquilant
neutral curve for the OAr ground state has a well depth«
510.4 meV atRe53.45 Å, and crosses the zero of the p
tential ats53.05 Å.23 This neutral curve has an energy di
ference,DVORg(Re,O2Rg)55 meV, between the two anion
bond lengths from Ref. 35. When this is subtracted from
peak spacing in the photoelectron spectrum, Eq.~3!, we find
a 2S –2P anion splitting of 0.033 eV, in excellent agreeme
with Sheehy’s calculated result for this quantity. Note th
the calculated2S anion bond length is close to the neutr
zero of the potential and the2P bond length is somewha
shorter than the neutral equilibrium bond length. The el
tron configuration of the oxygen anion in the2P state is
px

1py
2pz

2, and, with a filled O22p orbital directed toward the
rare gas, is a predominantly a closed shell interaction.
contrast, the singly occupied O22p orbital lies along the
bond axis in the2S state and is a true open shell–clos
shell interaction. Therefore, it is not surprising that the2P
anion state has a longer bond than the2S anion state. What
might seem counter-intuitive is that the O2Ar 2P bond
length is only a little shorter than the neutral OAr bon

TABLE III. Potential parameters for O2Rg, Rg5Ar,Kr,Xe.

O2Rg

2S 2P

D0 ~eV! r e ~Å! D0 ~meV! r e ~Å!

O2Ar 97 64
~ !a ~100! ~3.0! ~67! ~3.38!
@ #b @97.68# @3.013# @66.03# @3.408#

O2Kr 147–160 3.05–3.16 113 3.50
@ #b @158.43# @2.963# @114.43# @3.322#

O2Xe 238–303 2.98–3.26 205 3.61

aResults from M. Fajardo’s preliminary calculations~Ref. 35!.
bCalculated results for O2Ar and O2Kr ~Ref. 38!.
cAll other numbers determined from the photoelectron data for the an
complexes reported here using Aquilanti’s~Ref. 23! scattering data for the
neutral ground stateu2,2& potential curves as described in the interpretati
section.
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though the ion-induced dipole interaction is substantia
stronger than the dispersion interaction. With a solvation
ergy of 0.059 eV the O2Ar 2P state has a dissociation en
ergy approximately six times that of the neutral; however,
size of the atomic oxygen anion is significantly larger th
the neutral oxygen atom. For the O2Ar 2P state the strength
of the ion induced dipole versus the dispersion interactio
just sufficient to counter the increased size of the O2 anion.
These competing effects have been noted in ZEKE studie
Ar, Kr, and Xe complexes of Cl2, Br2, and I2,3,6 where the
closed shell anion–rare gas interaction is similar to
closed shell nature of the2P state in O2Ar. These investi-
gations find that the difference in bond length between an
and ground state neutral is very small, for all of the halog
anion rare gas systems studied, though the anion compl
have significantly deeper wells.

The good agreement between the measured peak sp
and the calculated splitting indicate that Sheehy’s calcu
tions give a good account of the anisotropy of the interact
of O2 with argon, which preferentially shortens the bond a
deepens the well of the2S ground state. In the discussio
which follows, conclusions will be drawn by comparing th
O2Kr and O2Xe spectra to the O2Ar photoelectron spec
trum with reference to the potential curves of O2Ar35 and
ORg.23

B. 2P states of O ÀKr and O ÀXe

In the spectra of O2Kr and O2Xe, theA peak remains
as narrow as that observed in the O2Ar spectrum~note that
broadening at the base is due to vibrational excitation of
anion!. Since the manifold of neutral ORg states span
energy range close to that of the atomic oxygen spin o
states, broadening in significant excess to that observe
the photoelectron spectrum of free O2 should be due to un
resolved weak mode Franck–Condon and/or bound-
transitions. The small peak broadening for photodetachm
from the 2P states of O2Kr and O2Xe, similar to that ob-
served in the spectrum of O2Ar, indicates that they each
have a similar relationship to their respective neutral pot
tials, i.e., the anion bond lengths are close to the neu
equilibrium bond length. The small broadening observed
photoelectron spectra for the2P states of O2Kr and O2Xe
is, as in O2Ar, consistent with the ZEKE results for th
halogen anion rare gas closed shell interaction.

When photodetachment accesses the bound region o
neutral, as is the case here,VN(R)<0 in Eq. ~1! and the
solvation energy is less than the dissociation energy of
anion state. Therefore the solvation energy we find is a lo
bound to the dissociation energy of the2P states, 0.100 and
0.187 eV in O2Kr and O2Xe, respectively. Using informa
tion for the ground state OKr potential from Ref. 23~«
513.1 meV,Re53.57 Å, ands53.16 Å!, and assuming a
proportionally similar relationship between anion and neu
bond length as found in O2Ar, gives the O2Kr 2P state a
bond length of 3.5 Å. At this bond length neutral OKr has
potential energy of213 meV, found using Eqs.~4!, ~7!, and
~8! from Ref. 23. SubtractingVN(R)5213 meV from the
solvation energy for this photodetachment peak gives a
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sociation energy of 0.113 eV for the O2Kr 2P state, Eq.~1!.
This result for the O2Kr 2P state is consistent with the ca
culations of Chalasinski and co-workers who find a dissoc
tion energy of 0.109 eV and a bond length of 3.359 Å for t
O2Kr 2P state. Similarly, using Aquilanti’s neutral curve fo
the ground state OXe potential~«517.30 meV, Re

5of 3.69 Å, ands53.26 Å! gives the O2Xe 2P state a
bond length of 3.61 Å. At this bond length neutral OXe h
a potential energy of217 meV that when subtracted from
the solvation energy gives a dissociation energy of 0.204

C. 2S states of O ÀKr and O ÀXe

As noted, calculations consistent with our data find
bond length for the O2Ar 2S state close to the zero of th
potential of the OAr neutral. Because theX feature in O2Kr
is broader than this feature in O2Ar, and broader still in
O2Xe, the bond length of the2S states in these complexe
should be shorter relative to their respective neutrals t
that found in the O2Ar 2S state. Thus, the zero of the po
tential of the respective neutrals are upper bounds for the2S
anion bond lengths,Re(O

2Kr 2S)<s(OKr)53.16 Å and
Re(O

2Xe 2S)<s(OXe)53.26 Å. Photodetachment from
anions with bond lengths shorter than the neutral zero of
potential accesses the repulsive wall of the neutral. Con
quently,VN(R)>0 in Eq.~1! and the solvation energy of th
peak is greater than the dissociation energy of the an
state. Therefore the upper bound to the dissociation energ
the 2S state is 0.160 eV in O2Kr and 0.303 eV in O2Xe.

A lower limit for the 2S bond lengths and dissociatio
energies can be determined from the vertical detachment
ergies reported here by noting that the2S –2P splitting is
expected to get larger as the polarizability of the rare
increases. Thus the 0.33 eV O2Ar 2S –2P splitting is a
lower limit for the O2Kr and O2Xe 2S-2P splitting. Adding
this to the2P dissociation energies gives a lower limit fo
the 2S dissociation energies of 0.146 and 0.238 eV in O2Kr
and O2Xe, respectively. The difference between the solv
tion energy for theX feature and the lower limit of the2S
dissociation energy is the upper limit to the neutral poten
accessed by photodetachment of the anion@SE2D0,ARg

5VN(R) from Eq. ~1!#. The maximum height of the repul
sive wall of the neutral that may be accessed by photodet
ment corresponds to the lower limit for the anion bo
length and is 0.160– 0.14650.014 eV and 0.303– 0.238
50.067 meV for detachment from the2S states of O2Kr
and O2Xe, respectively. Using equations for the ground st
neutral potentials from Ref. 23 the minimum bond length a
found to be Re(O

2Kr 2S)>53.05 Å and Re(O
2Xe 2S)

>52.98 Å.
In summary, the O2Kr 2S state is found to have an equ

librium bond length, 3.05 Å<Re<3.16 Å, and dissociation
energy, 0.146 eV<Do<0.160 eV. The2S state of O2Xe is
found to have an equilibrium bond length, 2.98 Å<Re

<3.26 Å, and a dissociation energy, 0.238 eV<Do

<0.303 eV. Note that while the value of the neutral poten
accessed by photodetachment was derived from the ver
detachment energies reported here, the determination o
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bond lengths at that potential depended upon the accurac
the repulsive wall of the neutrals reported in Ref. 23. T
determination of the anion dissociation energies was der
primarily from the vertical detachment energies.

D. Nature of the 2S and 2P interaction

Just as an examination of neutral versus anion b
lengths for a given rare gas complex requires considera
of the competing effects of increased anion size versus
creased interaction strength, a consideration of bond len
across a periodic rare gas series~whether anionic or neutral!
must account for both the increased size and the incre
polarizability of the rare gas partner. In neutral closed sh
systems, where the interaction strength is relatively low,
increased polarizability of the larger rare gases is not su
cient to offset the increase in atomic radii and the net eff
is that the bond length increases with periodicity.42 In open
shell systems the anisotropy of the interaction makes th
relationships less straightforward.

Neutral fluorine and chlorine rare gas complexes are
electronic with O2Rg and have been well characterized
scattering studies over the periodic series from He to Xe.26,29

In both the fluorine and chlorine systems the2P bond
lengths increase with rare gas periodicity, behavior simila
that observed in the rare gas–rare gas complexes. In con
bond length trends of the2S states, where the bonding has
strong anisotropic component, vary from one halogen sys
to another. In the fluorine–rare gas series, where the an
ropy is very strong, bond lengths of the2S states decreas
over the periodic series from He to Xe, behavior counter
that observed in the2P states and in closed shell systems.
the chlorine–rare gas system, however, where the anisot
is weaker, bond lengths of the2S states increase from helium
to argon and have a small decrease between argon and
ton, followed by a substantial drop in bond length betwe
the krypton and xenon complexes.

The anisotropy in the halogen rare gas systems that le
to a deeper well and shorter bond for the2S states has bee
related to two phenomena: the formation of an incipient
valent bond due to the one electron contact with the rare
and ionic character due to the mixing of relatively low lyin
ionic potentials of2S symmetry. For the halogen complexe
stabilization by charge transfer is a significant factor in
increased stability of the2S state due to the large positiv
electron affinity of the halogen atom. This is particular
evident in the FXe potential. The van der Waals interact
strength approaches that of the fluorine atom spin orbit in
action and the two states straddle the transition betwee
separated atom Hund’s casec and a molecular Hund’s casea
description.26 In the case of the FXe2P states the interaction
remains weak enough that the well region of the poten
remains in the Hund’s casec region. However, due to the
increased stabilization due to charge transfer the FXe2S
state has a dramatic increase in well depth relative to the2P
states~161.8 versus 6.8 meV! and falls well within a Hund’s
casea description.26

Though the dissociation energies of the O2 Rg2S and
2P anion states are significantly greater than in F–Rg, a
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expected for an ion-induced dipole interaction, the pe
spacing in O2Rg is smaller than the 155 meV FXe2S –2P
splitting ~DVDE5116 meV is an upper limit to the
O2Xe 2S –2P splitting and the width of theX peak indicates
that it is significantly smaller than this!. Therefore, we can
conclude that while the interaction is stronger in O2Rg than
F–Rg, the degree of anisotropy in the potential is smal
The bond length trend also supports this conclusion. As
cussed, the rare gas complexes of fluorine and chlorine s
different degrees of the same general phenomena. B
lengths of the2P states, where the interaction is most
spherical, increase with the periodicity of the rare gas
both halogen systems. The bond lengths of the2S states,
which are sensitive to anisotropy in the potential, decre
with periodicity over the entire He–Xe series for fluorin
but only from Ar–Xe for chlorine, with the drop between th
krypton and xenon complexes being half an angstrom
more. For the complexes of rare gas with the ‘‘halogenlik
oxygen anion this effect is weaker still. The bond lengths
the 2P states increase with periodicity,Re(O

2Ar,2P)
53.4 Å, Re(O

2Kr,2P)53.5 Å, and Re(O
2Xe,2P)

53.61 Å, as expected for a mostly spherical interaction. T
bond lengths of the2S states, however, remain relative
constant or somewhat increasing over the range of Ar to
Re(O

2Ar,2S)53.0 Å, Re(O
2Kr,2S)53.0– 3.11 Å, and

Re(O
2Xe,2S)52.98– 3.26 Å. At first this result, increasin

bond length for the2S states with rare gas periodicity, seem
counter-intuitive. For the neutral halogen–rare gas co
plexes the effect of anisotropy in the potential is more app
ent when the intermolecular interaction is stronger~i.e.,
F–Rg versus Cl–Rg!. So, one might expect that the strong
ion-induced dipole interactions would show greater effe
than their isoelectronic-induced counterparts. However,
this case, the weaker anisotropy observed in O2Rg is a con-
sequence of the strong nature of the ion-induced dipole
teraction. The strength of the ion-induced dipole interact
is such that both the2S and 2P states fall under a Hund’s
casea description and because the O22 atomic anion is not a
stable gas phase species the potential curves for these
states lie at too high of an energy to stabilize the O2Rg 2S
state to an appreciable degree. The effect of anisotropy in
potential of O2Rg is manifested predominantly by the di
ference in stability for one and two electron contact rath
than a difference in ionic versus covalent or molecular ver
separated atom nature. This system therefore is an ideal
where the difference in intermolecular interaction due
open shell versus closed shell nature may be examined w
out a corresponding charge transfer contribution.

E. OÀRgnÄ1 – 5

In the diatomic O2Rg clusters, the solvation energies
theX andA peaks approximate the interaction strength of
2S and2P anion states and hence the interaction strength
the rare gas with the open O22pz

1 versus the closed O22px
2

and 2py
2 atomic orbitals. Thesequentialsolvation energy in

cluster series is simply the difference in VDE for adjace
clusters and reflects the stabilization of the negative cha
by additional solvent rare gas as well as the attractive in
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actions between solvent molecules. For small cluster i
where the charge is largely exposed and where the sol
interaction with the ion is an order of magnitude greater th
the solvent–solvent interaction, electron stabilization will
the dominant contribution to cluster stability. Therefore,
the sequential solvation energy for adjacent clusters is
nificantly larger than the solvation energy of the2P state in
the dimer, then it is reasonable to conclude that the additio
solvent rare gas molecule is bonding with the open 2pz or-
bital. The solvation energy for theA peak in O2Ar is 0.059
eV. The sequential solvation energy for the O2Ar2 cluster is
0.086 eV. Similarly, the solvation energy for theA peak in
O2Kr is 0.100 eV while the sequential solvation energy f
the O2Kr2 cluster is 0.131 eV from the2S state. In both
cases the solvation energy upon the addition of a second
gas is;0.030 eV greater than the2P closed shell interaction
in the diatomic. When one additionally considers that
effect of an interaction diminishes with increasing clus
size as the charge interacts with a greater number of sol
molecules, it is clear that a closed shell interaction canno
responsible for the large sequential solvation energy
served for then52 clusters. Addition of a second rare g
atom to the 2pz

1 orbital of the2S and the2P diatomic states
leads to two cluster geometries in the O2Rg2 trimer. The
O22pz

1 orbital is bonded to the rare gas in the2S diatomic
state, therefore the addition of a second rare gas to
O22pz

1 orbital leads to an open shell linear O2Rg2 structure.
The O22pz

1 orbital is nonbonding in the2P diatomic state
~the rare gas bonds to the 2px

2, or 2py
2 atomic orbitals!. The

addition of a rare gas to the O22pz
1 orbital of the 2P di-

atomic leads to an open shell perpendicular geometry in
subsequent cluster trimer. Note that the open shell perp
dicular structure can also be formed by addition of a rare
atom to a filled orbital of the2S diatomic state. The linea
and perpendicular trimer geometries differ from each othe
much the same way as the diatomic2S and 2P states from
which they stem, and can be expected to have a similar s
splitting, resulting in a broad photodetachment peak.
cause the photodetachment peak is broad and unresolv
the trimers, we cannot preclude the presence of unreso
low-intensity transitions from the other two possible geo
etries~linear and perpendicular across both closed shell
bitals!. However, the open shell geometries should acco
for the bulk of the peak intensity. Consider now the O2Rg3

tetramer. As in O2Rg2, there are four nonequivalent ways
place three rare gas atoms about the O2 sub-ion. However, if
we consider that, during cluster growth O2Rg3 clusters will
be formed from the population of O2Rg2 clusters, which are
predominantly open shell linear and perpendicular geo
etries, the addition of a third rare gas to the open shell lin
structure produces only one geometry, a planar arrangem
with two rare gases interacting with the O22pz

1 orbital and
one interacting with a O22px

2 or 2py
2 orbital. This planar

arrangement would also be the most stable result of add
of a third rare gas atom to the open shell perpendicular tri
by minimizing electron repulsion. In addition, evaporati
cooling will remove less stable cluster geometries from
expansion more quickly. The conclusion that the O2Rg3

clusters in our expansion are predominantly the planar st
s
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ture is supported by the drop in peak width for then53
clusters, after which the FWHM continues to decrease bu
a moderate pace.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have recorded the 488 nm photoelectron spectra
O2Rg, where Rg5Ar, Kr, Xe, and O2N2, as well as the
larger clusters O2Krn51 – 5 and O2Xen51 – 5. Unlike the
single unresolved peak observed in the spectrum of free2

at 25 meV resolution, the photoelectron spectra of the ox
anion rare gas diatomics have two distinct photoelect
peaks. The relative intensities of these peaks were foun
vary greatly with source conditions and hence were assig
to the ground and low-lying excited states of the anion,
2S and 2P states, respectively. These states result from
isotropic interaction between the open shell O2(2P3/2,1/2)
sub-ion and the rare gas that lifts the degeneracy of
atomic oxygen 2p orbitals. We find solvation energies an
peak splittings from the vertical detachment energies
measure, which are reasonable approximations to the di
ciation energies and state splittings for the2S and2P anion
states. By examining the spectral broadening evident in
photoelectron spectra and using information on the neu
curves accessed during photodetachment we are able to
prove upon these numbers. These results are compare
calculated results which are found to be consistent with
periment. The vertical detachment energies of both featu
move to progressively tighter binding energy with period
ity, the peak assigned to the2S state doing so at a muc
greater rate. This is related to the open shell nature of
state which reduces electron–electron repulsion.
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